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Students,
staff fight to
flatten curve
By Jeanette Wallis
Copy Editor

Ever since the stay-at-home
order came into place in midMarch due to COVID-19, everyone has been encouraged
to do their part to flatten the
curve. While most people are
following social distancing
guidelines, many members of
our community are going above
and beyond to help others during these difficult times.
CVHS freshman Daniel Guo
is one. When he found out that
frontline health workers in
hospitals often didn’t have sufficient protection while treating
patients, he spent $1,800 from
his savings to buy hundreds of
high-quality KN95 masks.
“I wished for them to stay
safe while they helped other
people’s lives,” explained Guo.
Guo donated the masks to the
Highland Hospital and Eden
Hospital in late April.
“Getting N95 masks in the
U.S. is hard; I had to find a different source than those of the
hospitals,” said Guo. “My uncle
helped me to buy high-quality
KN95 masks directly from a
PPE factory in China where the
price was very good.”
Sophomore Felix Shum is
also doing his part to help local

Jennifer Tang (and her brother David)
bought materials, learned sewing skills and
made masks to donate.

Tiffany Ho

hospitals.
“I noticed on the Stanford
Children’s Hospital webpage a
need for donations for protective equipment, so I thought
I could help out by making a
donation as well,” said Shum.
He had been saving up to
buy a new Nintendo Switch,
using money he had earned
from tutoring math. He instead
decided to donate the money to
the hospital.
“When I saw the request for
donations, I decided to give a

check. I am a regular patient
at Stanford so I felt inclined to
help out,” explained Shum. After his generous donation, the
hospital had a special surprise
for Shum.
“The managers of Stanford
Children’s Hospital were so
delighted at my generosity and
wanted to meet online,” he said.
“The managers surprised me
with a Nintendo Switch that I
had wanted to save up for during the online meeting with
a package at my front door.

Custodians sanitizing the campus include (from left) Larry Kleinschmidt, Ping Zhang, Anita
Orozoco and Hai Feng Yu.

Never would I have thought
that my good deeds could come
full circle back to me.”
Magnanimous mask makers
Other community members
have been making masks, including school board member
and parent Dot Theodore.
So far, Theodore has created
around 400 masks, donating
them to people in the community and different nearby health
care agencies.
“I like the sense of accomplishment I feel after making each one, and enjoy talking to people as they come to
my doorstep and pick up the
masks, it’s a little opportunity
to say hello,” Theodore said.
Junior Jennifer Tang and
freshman David Tang spent
their own money and learned
sewing skills to make masks for
frontline workers too.
CVHS aide Kimberly Mosbaugh and daughter Shaelyn
Mosbaugh have also been making masks for friends, family

See HEROES: page 4

Daniel Guo donated his
savings to buy masks for
hospital workers.

Anika Donovan helps keep
the public supplied working
at Lucky.
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Coronavirus and grades make bad mix
Editorial:
Due to COVID-19, CVHS
is not able to function as it
should. Events have been
cancelled, distance learning
continues, students are under
stress, and grades are difficult
to fairly determine. One of the
most concerning adjustments
for students is the new grading
system, a credit or no credit
system. The Olympian supports this process of grading
due to the circumstances we
find ourselves in.
This credit or no credit
system is fair in a public high
school. Many students need
leniency when it comes to
internet access. Although
distance learning is a great
alternative, it was unexpected
and many students are not
able to have constant access
to the internet or a computer.
Furthermore, special education students also need

support and may need more
time on a particular lesson.
Families are also facing significant problems that may
include financial or medical
setbacks. COVID-19 presents
many difficulties in which students should be given flexibility when it comes to grading.
As simple as credit or no
credit sounds, there are also
drawbacks that come with the
proposition. Many students
will not feel motivated to
complete their work. A-level
students will also get the same
grading mark as a B,C, or
D-level students, which is a
concern in the long run when
it comes to transcripts.
However, due to the setbacks of COVID-19, we at The
Olympian support credit-no
credit because of the extreme
circumstances. Students must
motivate themselves to do
their best and learn without
grades for a change.
Josie de la Torre

Take social distancing seriously to beat virus
By Eyzid Hadi
Photo Editor

In the United States 2.0, we
have been instructed to keep
a distance of six feet between
each other and wear protective masks. In reality, this is
against any and everything
that we have been taught since
birth, like working with others in teams, being in groups,
engaging in social activities,
and feeding off of each other’s
energies. The new normal does
not preclude us from doing all
such things; we just need to
adopt new ways of doing the
same things we have always
done.

Tiffany Ho

Not all people have adapted
to this new way of life and
some people still resort to old
habits. Some examples can be

seen at Lake Chabot Regional
Park. Since the weather has
gotten sunnier and warmer,
the park is full of people walk-

ing, running, and sitting on
the grass without practicing
recommended and required
social distancing guidelines.
Although we are in the midst
of a pandemic, some people do
not seem to be adapting to the
new way of life and are taking
risks that could be deadly.
Humans are social beings
and it can be very difficult to
be cooped up inside on a nice
day with your family. However,
if we don’t take shelter-inplace and social distancing
seriously, it will take longer
for our community to be rid
of COVID-19 and we will lose
many more of our friends, fam-

Pandemic pictures speak a thousand words

ily, and neighbors to this virus.
Instead of risking the spread
of the virus, we should all
consciously make sure that we
maintain the mandated social
distance of six feet when visiting Lake Chabot Regional Park
or wear protective equipment
such as masks and gloves. This
is the best way to still enjoy the
face to face interaction we all
need and crave while making
sure everyone remains safe.
By joining together and
following recommended practices, our community will be
safer, and we will hopefully
get back to more normal lives
and routines at a faster pace.
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Students of art teacher extraordinaire Alexis Knudsen express responses to the coronavirus crisis, artistically of course.
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COVID can’t crush crafty candidates
By Thomas Ryken
Staff Writer

CVHS held elections from
April 1 to April 3 online because of the COVID-19 quarantine. Juniors, sophomores,
and freshmen were sent an
email with the official ballot to
vote for ASB and class officer
candidates for next year.
Junior Alex Ikuma was elected as the next ASB president.
She plans to inform more
students with a bulletin board,
bringing back spring fling, and
having a suicide prevention
activity during Dude Be Nice
Week.
“By the start of next year I
hope we will be back as normal. At the earliest we want to
plan events for CVHS to bring
everyone together again,” said
Ikuma.
Sophomore Lauren Green
was elected ASB vice president.

She plans on creating more activities to keep school spirit up
and create a community closet
with clothing and toiletries.
“One thing I love about CVHS
is how were all so willing to help
each other and also be there for
each other,” said Green.
Sophomore Wandii Muinde
was elected ASB secretary. She
plans to create a new efficient
fundraiser for school activities
using an app to keep the school
thriving.
Junior Griffin Hastings was
elected ASB treasurer. He plans
on giving the school more say in
student activities like choosing
the homecoming theme.
Junior Shane Tayag was
elected ASB school board representative. He plans to help
students feel more included
and create a better sense of
togetherness.
“It’s really important for me
in this position to make sure ev-

Senior class officers are (from left) Miguel
Bernas, Kayla Pereira, Alex Tam and Alison Li.

Winning ASB offices are (from left) Alex Ikuma, Lauren Green, Wandii Muinde,
Griffin Hastings and Shane Tayag.
eryone has a voice in our school
and everyone is represented,”
said Tayag.
Senior class officers are
Miguel Bernas as president,
Kayla Pereira as vice president,

Alison Li as secretary, and Alex
Tam as treasurer.
Junior class officers are Jamie Fong as president, Honna
Nguyen as vice president,
Amanda Wong as secretary,

and Emma Fogle as treasurer.
Sophomore class officers are
Ezra Tramble as president,
Jaylene Cole as vice president,
Amaya Minor as secretary,
and Jennifer Mi as treasurer.

Junior officers are (from left) Jamie Fong, Honna Sophomore officers are (from left) Ezra Tramble,
Nguyen, Emma Fogle. and Amanda Wong.
Jaylene Cole, Jennifer Mi and Amaya Minor.

Retiring school staff approach “graduation”

“I will miss my wonderful
students, colleagues, and
promoting la francophonie. I
am impatiently waiting for le
déconfinement (a neologism)
and le retour à la normale, so
that I can travel to France.”

Patricia Binder,
French teacher

“Teaching at CVHS was phenomenal. Staff are so helpful
and caring. I treasure the influence I had guiding students.
I will miss my teacher friends,
challenges met, student energy
and questions.”

Jean Emrich,
health teacher

“The thing I remember most
about my 14 years at CVHS
are the students. My fondest memories were watching
homecoming floats come to
life outside my classroom
every year.”

Gigi MacLeod,
Spanish teacher

“I’m saddened not to see my
students’ faces every day. Yet
at the same time, I’m deeply
moved by the way that people
in Castro Valley have managed
to connect and create goodness.”

Linda Witnov,
English teacher

Check us out online! cvhsolympian.com

“I have enjoyed my time at
CVHS. I love my coworkers
and kids. I always enjoyed
helping students. I am looking
forward to long hikes, taking
classes and spending time with
family and friends.”

Marlene Wright,
paraeducator
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People oppose pandemic: “Stand up, step up and just do it!”
HEROES: from page 1

and the community.
“It started with my husband
who is a 911 dispatcher. Someone at his work tested positive
for COVID-19 so masks were
mandatory ...So I started sewing,” Mosbaugh said.
Although they began by making masks for first responders,
they have expanded to also
make some for homeless vets.
“As of now we have made 1,000
masks and over 100 ear protectors,” Mosbaugh said.
Students supply suburb
Juniors Sedona Berg and
Czarina Powell are essential
workers at Target. Not surprisingly, work has been much
different than usual, with new
policies and guidelines to minimize the risk for workers and
customers alike.
Berg described how people
would line up before the store
even officially opened, with
everyone panicking to stock up
on essentials despite the limits
on these items.
“I am worried about the risk
in working during these times,
but I think about how I would
rather have me, a 17-year-old,
working the front lines than
someone older than me potentially getting affected by the virus worse than me,” said Berg.
Other students working long
hours to keep the public supplied with groceries include
seniors Anika Donovan and
Mell Davis at Lucky and Niccolo Delucci at Trader Joe’s.
Senior Brody Dwyer and
juniors Griffin Hastings and
Nolan Alexander keep the
hungry fed at Southern Comfort Kitchen. “We all wear face
masks on the cooking line and
wear gloves whenever we touch
anything,” said Dwyer, who
realizes that even serving customers puts his health at risk.
Free food
CVUSD has been giving out
free grab-and-go meals three
times weekly at Creekside Middle School since March 16.
“We served just over 300 on
our first days and we are now
serving over 700,” said organizer Charity Hastings.
Teachers, office staff, instructional assistants, and Supt.
Parvin Ahmadi have been volunteering weekly at Creekside
to serve CVUSD families.
There are around six volunteers handing out food, with
many more people working in
the kitchen and cafeteria creating the lunches. In addition
to getting meals, people can

Serena Weed supports
elderly neighbors.
also pick up bags of canned
food from the Alameda County
Food Bank, and there are other
resources, including how to get
free internet, and locations of
other food banks.
“It has been inspiring to see
staff from all sites and all departments working side by side
(six feet apart),” said Hastings.
Amazing staff makes amazing book
Students will get their yearbooks in the semester’s final
days only because the yearbook
staff pulled off a minor miracle.
The closure of school on March
13 arrived just as the staff raced
to meet its final deadline. Despite the difficulties posed by
distance learning, the students
overcame and submitted their
book to print.
“This year’s yearbook staff
came together and developed
a sense of family and togetherness,” said teacher Jessica
Porter. “I am so grateful for the
editors and for the entire staff.”
The team even managed to
produce a supplemental section
and cover the pandemic.
Porter especially thanked
freshman Aidan Wertzer, sophomore Alexis Krzyzanowski,
juniors Sedona Berg and Karla
Castellanos, and seniors Lexi
Zeigler, Conal Mosbaugh and
Amber Hendrickson.
Staff serves superbly
During this time, members
of the CVUSD community have
been volunteering in many
other ways.
CVHS psychology and history
teacher Jennifer Sitkin helps
as a driver for East Bay Feed
ER, an organization that has
been supporting the restaurant
industry during the COVID-19
crisis while also feeding health
care workers on the front lines.
“I wanted to find a way to help
out during the crisis beyond my
own job and household. I donated money but also felt like

Teachers Jennifer Jervis and Tommy Maloney made a video
to connect staff members with their homebound students.

I had the time to be a driver as
well,” said Sitkin. “I appreciate
everyone’s efforts to support
our community financially and
to also to take care of those that
are putting themselves at risk.”
History teacher Kathleen
Cassidy helps with the Creekside food service and also
donates blood. Cassidy usually donates blood every eight
weeks and platelets every four
weeks. “I’m healthy and able to
donate blood/platelets. I know
the Red Cross is very concerned
about their supply as people are
not willing to go out and risk
infection,” said Cassidy.
CVHS staff member Serena Weed is helping out in
her neighborhood by bringing
essential supplies to elderly
neighbors who are at high risk
and don’t feel safe outside.
“My husband and I just do
a daily check in to see if they
need toilet paper, paper towels
or anything else. Some of the
elderly are afraid to come to the
door so we just leave a little care
package of many necessities
that are quite hard to find these
days,” said Weed. “We can’t
stop being compassionate.”
Teachers Tommy Maloney
and Jennifer Jervis organized
videos featuring CVHS staff
members showing appreciation
for their students.
“We thought it would be nice
for students to know that school

Brody Dwyer feeds customers
at Southern Comfort Kitchen.
staff still thinks about and cares
about them even though we are
not at school,” said Jervis.
P.E. teachers Denny Molzen,
Mark Williams, John Edwards
and Carrie Roscelli are leading
frequent online exercise sessions. Spanish teacher Laurel
Orduna has helped pick up
trash from Alameda beaches.
Noel Amherd and Sue Anderson have held community
circles.
The Wellness Center holds
staff support meetings and
produces “words of wellness”
podcasts to communicate with
those who are affected by the
pandemic. Guests include elders, youths, teachers, and
students who have different
perspectives on this crisis.
Principal Blaine Torpey

thanked students Maiden
Hanna, Spencer Chinn and
Jonah Fairley and district staff
members Nic McMaster, Marian Meadows, Gisela Sandoval,
Hastings and Cassidy for going
above and beyond.
In addition, Ahmadi praised
“our amazing students” and
a long list of staff members
including teachers, counselors, child nutrition staff, purchasing and warehouse staff,
accounting and payroll staff,
human resources, custodians, social workers, and site
administrators. Individually,
she recognized Torpey, Sherri
Beetz, Jason Reimann, Aimee
Cayere, Peter Vallejo, Greg Ko
and Suzy Chan.
Despite the fear and stress
that surround the COVID-19
pandemic, it is amazing to see
how our community is coming
together to help others stay
healthy and stay safe. There
are many opportunities to help.
“Check in with your family,
friends, neighbors and community to see how they are
doing and if they need help. It
is easy to do. Stand up, step up
and just do it!” said volunteer
Jennifer Oliver.
Olympian staff members
Milagros Aquino, Megan Baldwin, Miguel Bernas, Leo Lin
and Hannah Pilgrim contributed to this report.

On to bigger and better things

Arizona State University
Lindsey Lavine, Cameron Mudrow, Mackenzie Rivera, Danielle
Martin
Berkeley City College
Ash Castro, Ermun Enkhtuvshin, Mingman Ma
Biola University
Anya Mortensen
Briar Cliff University
Leikela Lunt
Brigham Young UniversityIdaho
Claire McMurray
Cabrillo Community College
Ciara Bolt, Kamryn Sepulveda
California Baptist University
Joshua Gee
Career College of Northern
Nevada
Nathen Bryll Abalos

Chabot Community College
Joseph Adkisson, Jonathan
Alvarado, Ava Arroy, Lambert Borjigin, Graciela Caxaj,
Aaron Chauhan, Melody Chow,
Roberto Corona-Perez, Joshua
Darwin, Jasmine Dozier, David
Elliott, YiHao Gao, Cassandra
Godfrey, Alfredo Gonzalez,
Mariz Hanna, Karina Harchenko, Samuel Harger, Grace
Heal, Kimiye Hendee, Trinity
Hernandez, Victor Hernandez,
Aaliyah Hill, Tristan Joe, Ahlona
Jones, Stanley Kindinger, Isabel
Ladesma, Jake Lauer, Rowan
Lepkowsky, Shuntang Li, Giselle
Liochev, Sam Little, Mikayla
Low, Gabrielle Madison, Stetsen
Martins, Piyatida Meksuan, Seth
Miu, Farkhunda Mustamandi,
Patrick O’Farrell, Kaycee Odior,
Lesly Ojeda, Adela Oseguerra,
Noemi Pamplona, Christian
Pruitt, Charles Rey Ramirez, Joseph Randall, Sonja Rasmussen,
Jillian Rich, Patrick Rivera, Vincent Rivera, Valdemar RiveraMeza, Eric Rodriguez, Rosalia
Sanchez, Carli Santiago, Henry
Silin, Angela Tafur, Stephanie
Thach, Todd Thompson, Eliana
Torres, Lara Mae Trias, Gianna
Trujillo, Justin Vallejo, Alexandria Varley, Leslie Vasquez,
Robert Verduzco, Dulcie Virgen,
Mia Way, Madelaine West, Puiman Wong, Frieda Zielke, Marc
Zuniga
Chaminade University of
Honolulu
Shareef Hussain
Cogswell Polytechnic
Leann Robinson
Colorado State University
Sarah Althoff
CSU Cal Poly Pomona
Helen Chu, Ryan Huang, Eason
Li
CSU Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo
Cole Bascom, Marlee Gaul,
Jodie Ma
CSU Channel Islands
Amiel Duncan, Kyara Warren
CSU Chico
Rylan Boyd, Travis Miller,
Logan Ramirez, Johvani Saenz
Castillo

CSU East Bay
Emily Berumen, Michael Brum,
Ruby Cardenas Rangel, Angela
Caxaj, Matteo Cotroneo, Myles
Garcia, Anthony Guerra, Jennah Hoay, Jonathan Nguyen,
Laila Ochoa, Vanessa Padilla,
Genie Pak, Alyssa Pringle, Daisy
Rodriguez, Sophia Ronquillo,
Sukhraj Sandhu, Catherine Stephens, Silvistre Tavares, Natalie
Van Horn, Amber Yee, Sophia
Zafiratos
CSU Fullerton
Kaya Cardoza, Kyla Frias,
Jocelyn Nodal, Cecelia Porter,
Kayla Su

CSU Long Beach
Nick Bellison, Ana Hernandez
King, Krystal Jacobsen, Brandon Jue, Samantha Lee, Trevor
Murphy, Theo Santiago, Sarah
Santos, Samantha Siu, Anna
Wesner
CSU Monterey Bay
Olivia Ott
CSU Sacramento
Leah Bracken, Paige Cason, Yahya Holland, Wieczoreck Lilia,
Malan Potts, Alex Salinas
CSU San Diego
Zoe Bursch, Sophia Faulk, Lauren Ferguson, Katie Lau, Precilla
Lee, Taylor Matthews, Christopher Ng
CSU San Francisco
Quiana Arre, Brianna Baxter,
Adhila Bukhari, Kareem Elshobakey, Valeria Gutierrez, Cole
Johnson, Teveston Johnson,
Mandy Kwok, Sky Li, Cathy
Nguyen, Nyah Paulding, Katherine Romero Ramirez, Madeline
Valencia
CSU San Jose
Rafael Antipuesto, Lillian Chan,
Kirby Chase, Alex Choy, Kayla
Craft, Din Didic, Christopher
Gudiel-Gutierrez, Andrew Ingerman, Zachary Lai, Vicky Lee,
Chelsea Liang, Nicholas Lim,
Elena Lottich, Kyle Malinao,
Nadirah Pinney, Simran Prasad,
Alexa Sanders, Kiara Sanvoravong, Sara Schroeder, Zoee
Simmons, Ashley Tang, Kaela
Vega, Richard Wong, Justin
Yamamoto, Bailey Ye, Mikaela
Yoshida
CSU Sonoma
Paige Eickmann, David Hargrove, Nadia Jamal, Mackenzie
Stuart, Juliette Torres
CSU Stanislaus
Emanuel Climaco, Vanessa
LeBlanc
Cuesta College
Jakob Kidd
Diablo Valley College
Bradley McKee, Yasmin Alrawi,
Maria Arechiga, Marjan Aryubi,
Natalie Costello, Caleb Davis,
Harneel Dhanju, Jonathan Kha,
Anthony La, Kylie Lau, Danielle
Mendoza Ray, Conal Mosbaugh,
Yueying Zhang
Dominican University of
California
Blair Stephenson
Fresno Community College
Madelynn Strand
Fresno Pacific University
Ashley Chacon

Grand Canyon University
Zoey Batchelder, Hadia Rashid

Roosevelt University
Nola Thornton-Shaw

Hawaii Pacific University
Kiana McNabb

Roy Johnson School
Julia Faith Vanderbilt

Howard University
Omolade Adesanya, Zaria
Maloof

Sacramento City College
Amber Hendrickson

JD Academy
Alli Girard
Laney Community College
Qamar Alrabayah, Brandon
Gee, Emily O’dwyer, Dylan
Ochoa, Milad Siddiqi
Las Positas Community
College
Ameenah Abouremeleh, Jake
Andreotti, Milagros Aquino,
Maria Beltran, Josh Borja,
Sophie Bursch, Morris Carmichael, Tiffani Cheng, Emily
Cole, Christopher Conley,
Aisha Dakhai, Devyn Gee, Celeste Giannecchini, Madyson
Harnish, Cullen He, Xochitl
Hui, Jada Kalama, Wyatt
Keheler, Megan Kelley, Rosalie
Lara, Lindsay Martinez, Matthew Morales, Giovanni Mota,
Samia Neishi, Jordan Nicol,
Prasangsha Rai, Danielle Richard, Oswaldo Rodriguez Guzman, Elias Sandoval, Sarah
Severs, Liam Smith, Colleen
Starzak, Gabriella Surendran,
Ryan Taylor, Anayah Tolentino, Kai Torrey, Ariana Wright
Lewis and Clark College
Rachel Schoenfeld

Santa Barbara City College
Lucas Irwin, Nicole Schouten,
Sarah Rossetto
Santa Monica College
Annalise Fortin, Angelica Perez
Southern Utah University
Konrad Raab
Stanford University
Devin Green
Syracuse University
Alyssa Robertson
Universal Technical Institute
Shayan Alvarez, Dimitri Stafford

United States Navy
Cass Angeles, Bolanos Daniel,
Patrick James

University of Hawaii Manoa
Amaya Villhermosa, Erika Yoos

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Darsh Grewal

UC Davis
Shayan Akter, Abigail Allen, Charlotte Baggot, Wesley
Breault, Michelle Bzowski,
Agustin Chen Chen, Jason Gee,
Marya Gilbert, Melinda Joe,
Brian Kinsley, Darren Liang,
Alex Low, Caitlin Lyons, Isabel
Munoz, Nishita Nair, Seena
Nasser, Simone Nelson, Derek
Neyer, Dean Nguyen, Isabella
Stuewe, Emmy Tang, Ethan
Wong, Valerie Wong, Annika
Zamora

Northeastern University
Josephine Taylor
Ohlone Community College
Jenna Cooper, Corinna Iredale, Taree Meyers, Edwin
Omeragic, Tommy Ryken,
Nolin Shervais, Claire Wicks

Oregon State University
Spencer Chinn, Colby Lambert
Pima Community College
Alexandria Gallegos
Pratt University
Winson Yang
Princeton University
Erkhembaatar Unenbat
Rhode Island School of
Design
Alexandra Zeigler
Riverside Community College
Vanessa Vargas

UC Santa Barbara
Diego Agron, Lauren Francis,
Zhujun Jiang, Min Kang, Annie
Lee, Regina Lee, Lauren Madan,
Katrene Morozov, Christopher
Pei, Marco Wong

University of Hawaii
Elma Sabanovic

University of Basel, Switzerland
Tania Beringer

New York University
Molly Brennan

UC San Diego
Kristy Chan, Daniel Mendoza,
Hongbin Mao, Isabella Siu,
Michael Tam, Kristi ari, Timothy Wu

United States Marines
Haoming Zhu

Marymount California
University
Jaden Threat

Merritt Community College
Nayeli Silva

UC Riverside
Taylor James Cabael, Megan
Chinn, Andrew Hu, Jessica Lu,
Paul Nguyen, Rohit Sinha, Justin Tong, Rainer Vreeburg, Andy
Yang, James Yim, Bolyn Yun

United States Military
Academy Prep School (West
Point Prep)
Arquil Hill

Liberty University
Nathan Inamdar

Merced College
Hena Sherzad

UC Merced
Olga Buzueva, Melia Room,
Feng Yuqing

UC Santa Cruz
Fady Attalla, Dylan Brown, Edison Chen, Joseph Chen, Kimia
Emadi, Isabella Guevara-Longree, Lena Hossain, Jamie Lim,
Jennifer Park, Madison Sharkey,
Katrina Siler, Nolan Thompson,
Gary Wu, Brandon Xie

United States Army
Robert Gomez, Sabrina Maestas

UC Berkeley
Rucha Acholkar, Kiran Bhat,
Grace Boyd, Mackenzie Parajon

Menlo College
Kyla Harrison

UC Los Angeles
Katie Francisco, Jimmy Huang,
Anita Wong

UC Irvine
Sungji Ahn, Dominic Bechere,
Chi chia Chiang, Tyler D’Errico,
Anmol Gill, Evelyn Gonzalez,
Meera Huang, Sabrina Huey,
Peggy Lee, Reena Lee, Weiwei
Liang, Nathan Liu, Russell
Marasigan, Justin Ng, Joann
Nguyen, Madelyn Sage, Lindsey
Shak, Hieu Truong, Philip Truong, Alyssa Tung, Sofia Vasconcelos, Michael Wong, Jenny Wu,
Pearson Yee

University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign Eyzid
Hadi, Alex Tortora
University of Iowa
Hunter Hathcox
University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
Marcus Miller, Marcus Young
University of Nevada, Reno
Lexi Dykes, JP Kinsella
University of Oregon
Annika Huston, Sabrina Machado, Jaret Unti
University of the Pacific
Sangyoo Lee, Andy Chen,
Ameya Solanki
University of Portland
Hayden Matawarn
University of San Francisco
Cameron Faris
University of Southern
California
Autumn Adeyan, Irene Cho, Alisha Grewal, Amenda Lee, Marin
Ruiz, Kalei Stambaugh, Aleah
Wasserbauer
University of Washington
Liam Griffith, Emma Koslosky

A walk down memory lane

These savvy seniors brought you the news
Katy Siler

University of California, Santa Cruz
The Olympian has given Katy two years full of
amazing opportunities, first as staff writer and then
as editor-in-chief. A highlight of her high school
career was being able to interview Governor Gavin
Newsom for the school newspaper. In addition to
being on The Olympian staff, Katy was an officer for
three different clubs, enjoyed four years in student
government, and spent her summers as a camp
counselor for East Avenue Parks. She will continue
her education at University of California, Santa Cruz

Elena Lottich

San Jose State University
Elena has had an influential two years at The
Olympian. Throughout her time as a staff year
writer and online editor, Elena’s favorite story was
interviewing Golden State Warriors player Juan
Toscano-Anderson. Throughout her four years as
a Trojan, Elena was a varsity tennis player and was
Player of the Year her senior year. Elena plans to
minor in journalism at San Jose State University
and is grateful for memories she’s shared with fellow
writers of The Olympian.

Myla Ogle

University of Southern California
Myla has had an unforgettable opportunity to be
a part of The Olympian. She has enjoyed writing
many stories and designing pages as the sports
editor. Myla has played four years on varsity soccer
and has won the NCS All League award her senior
year. She has loved her time as a CVHS Trojan and
plans to stay a Trojan at University of Southern
California in the fall! Fight on!

Eyzid Hadi

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Eyzid had loved his amazing two years writing
and working for The Olympian. He enjoyed
writing various stories, conducting interviews,
following sports events, taking photos, and
supporting other assignments. In addition to
helping him be a better writer in the class, the
skills he learned in journalism have definitely
helped him with his communication skills
and dealing with people. Eyzid plans to study
engineering next fall at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign.

Milagros Aquino

Las Positas College
Millie has had an amazing time for the past three
years as a staff writer, business manager, and
opinion page editor. The past three years have
taught her a lot about life. She’s gone on the past
two journalism field trips and DC trips along with
being a cabin leader at outdoor school. She learned
from the last journalism trip to never be afraid to
just dive in...even if the cave water is really cold.

Tommy Ryken

Ohlone College
Tommy has had a wonderful experience working
as a staff writer on The Olympian during his final
year in high school. He wishes he had joined sooner
but has made many great memories with his fellow
Olympian staff members. He enjoyed swimming
and playing water polo for CVHS and plans on
continuing to compete at Ohlone College in the fall.

Derek Neyer

University of California, Davis
Derek has been a part of The Olympian
staff for three years, as a staff writer, news editor,
and now editor-in-chief. He has been blessed to
meet many people each with their own unique
perspective through his work with the newspaper.
He enjoys reporting on and discussing local
government, housing, and transportation among
his other pursuits. He is employed at Chabot
Space & Science Center where he leads groups of
teen volunteers to bring science to the people.

Ashley Tang

San Jose State University
Ashley Tang had a great time being a part of
The Olympian staff team. She wishes she joined
earlier, because this was her first but also last year
at The Olympian. She enjoyed being surrounded
by amazing writers on the team, and being more
involved with school. It was a fun experience
to write stories, interview, take photos, and it
definitely put her more out of her comfort zone.

Rachel Schoenfeld

Lewis and Clark College
Rachel has had a wonderful time during her two
years on The Olympian staff. She enjoyed all the
new people she got to meet and experiences she got
to have. Though her time at The Olympian was cut
short, she enjoyed everything journalism has given
her. She is excited to continue her education at
Lewis & Clark College in Portland, Oregon. Go Pios!

Kayla Craft

San Jose State University
Kayla Craft had a great experience as a staff
writer and business manager. She reveled in the
responsibility to lead a part of The Olympian. Kayla
was honored to win awards for her sports pictures.
The Olympian gave her an opportunity to go to a big
music event, which was her favorite memory. She
would like to thank Mr. Johanson for introducing
her to the love of journalism, and allowing her to
advance her writing skills. Soon Kayla will major in
creative writing or journalism at either Delta State
University or San Jose State.

Leo Lin

University of California, Santa Cruz
Leo simply regrets that he didn’t take journalism
sooner. He enjoyed his last year as a senior journalist.
Leo didn’t like to talk a lot before, but after a year
in journalism he quelled his shyness. He became
chill and devoted to communicate with many people
for more news. With other journalists, he had an
extremely impressive field trip in Sacramento
since they met Gov. Newsom. Leo appreciated
Mr. Johanson since he ameliorated Leo’s social
interaction skills.

Michael Tam

University of California, San Diego
Michael is grateful to Mr. Johanson and The
Olympian for giving him an opportunity to get more
involved with the CVHS community as a staff writer.
There were times where he had trouble meeting
deadlines and conducting interviews, but he knows
the communication and writing skills he learned in
journalism will help him in the future. His biggest
regret is that he didn’t take this class sooner.

